
NOX-Tiltrotator

NOX



Experience and innovation have 
led to one of the most advanced 
tools for excavators – the NOX: 
continuous 360° rotation and a 
tilting angle of up to 2 x 55° make 
it a universal joint, providing 
new operation possibilities. In 
combination with a quick hitch 
and a large range of attachments 
made by Kinshofer this 
means highest efficiency at any 
construction site. The NOX- 
Tiltrotator is optimally engineered 
to suit excavators with an operating 
weight of 3t to 25t.

CONTROL SYSTEM
Suitable control systems for every excavator.  
The NOX can be controlled „smoothly“ by the 
optimized and tested control systems, providing 
more safety during application as well as better 
precision even for the most difficult tasks. 

QUICK HITCH
All proper quick hitches such as S-Couplers  
and kinshofer X-LOCK as well as  
quick hitch systems from other manufacturers 
system can be mounted - a one-stop supplier!

The worm gear unit runs in its own 
lubricant (oil flow 150 l/min). Low 
maintenance.

WORM DRIVE

3NOX



High strength of body due to special alloy 
cast material guarantees a long service life 
even in toughest applications. 

CAST BODY

A very low designed drive unit, featuring no hydraulic
cylinders, ensures an extremely compact design.  
The tilting angle has been designed larger to provide 
more flexibility!
Closed system - low risk of damage - constant tilting 
force!

ELLIPTIC ROTARY ACTUATOR

CONTROL SYSTEM
The control system 
noxprop especially 
designed for the NOX- 
Tiltrotator provides an easy 
installation (less components) 
as well as separate 
adjustments of single 
parameters (important for  

  attachments and controllability of  
 the NOX).
The possibility to preset the configuration at 
the laptop (with up to 10 user profiles) saves 
precious time.  Additionally, the system is 
configurable with a smartphone in combination 
with the Kinshofer-App. All functions 
can be controlled proportionally and optionally 
the driving functions of the excavator, too.  

Integrated design: no protruding parts which could be damaged.  
Even the hydraulic valve cartridges are integrated in the cast body.

SLIM AND INVULNERABLE

The king pin between the upper bracket and the NOx drive  
is extremely oversized in order to resist hardest applications.

HIGH STABILITY

Tilting angle of up to  
2 x 55° due to elliptic 
rotary actuator

DEGREES OF FREEDOM

360°  
endless rotation 

due to worm drive



Use your bucket with the NOX 
as a regular bucket or a front and 
side shovel. There is no better 
solution to make your tools more 
universal and versatile.

UNIVERSAL JOINT

PALLET FORK APPLICATION
Lifting, moving and positioning of palletized or unpalletized 
materials is easy with the NOX. Turn your excavator into 
a fork lift truck.

BUCKET APPLICATION
All kinds of buckets can be used, even most narrow types 
for trenching. Thanks to the compact design of the NOX 
you can now dig deep trenches and work even under and 
between existing pipes and cables.

GRAB APPLICATION
Just trust Kinshofer’s 40 years of experience in
designing and manufacturing excavator attachments and
combine the NOX with any kind of grab or clamshell
bucket. The HPXdrive grapples make your NOX an 
absolute power pack without hydraulic cylinders!

COMPACTING APPLICATION
Due to the large dimensioned hydraulic swivel of the 
NOX a compactor plate can be used.

GRIPPER 
Clever addition to the NOX: By means of the gripper, 
which is available as a flat cassette or integrated in the 
quick coupler, you can position masts, poles and curstones. 
Other attachments remain mounted.

GRADING APPLICATION 
Use the NOX as a grader and shape sites quickly. Once 
the job is done, effectively plane and clean up with our 
unique grader blade. 
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KINSHOFER is an  
ISO 9001 certified Company.  
DVS ZERT is a registred trademark  
of DVS ZERT® e.V., Düsseldorf. www.kinshofer.com


